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C A REER SUCCE S S A ND E X PERIEN T I A L EDUC AT ION

Along with your diploma, we want you to graduate with:
1. Hands on resume-worthy experience
2. Transferable skills you can use in
the workplace
3. Confidence and great presentation skills
Here’s how we can help:
• Career exploration and development

•P
 rofessional development opportunities
• Job and internship searches
• Graduate and professional
school resources
• International student career resources
• Lifelong alumni career resources
What we provide:
• Personalized, one-on-one
counseling/coaching

• Career assessment tools
• Workshops
• Employer engagement opportunities:
– Career fairs
– On-campus meet-ups
– Employer visits
– Handshake job and
internship database
• Student Employment: On-campus
federal work study and student aid jobs
• Experiential learning: Internships,
service-learning, volunteering, and
micro-internships
• Online tip sheets, job search tools,
self-assessment and more

CAREER READINESS ASSIGNMENT

Develop these highly desirable skills in class,
at events/training, and in internships:
Critical Thinking
• Identify relevant information and
analyze data

•C
 ollaborate to develop and test
possible solutions
• Develop multiple perspectives and
distinguish between fact & perspective
Communication
• Create and edit written reports

•A
 djust communication based on
audience needs
• Listen well and read body language
• Articulate clearly and accurately
Teamwork
• Effectively communicate to define
common goals

•R
 each consensus on processes
and solutions
• Work together to identify and utilize
the strengths of each member

•M
 anage time and workload
• Have a professional work image
• Use social media responsibly
Career Management
• Identify areas of professional growth

•N
 avigate and explore job options
• Take necessary steps to pursue
and advocate for opportunities in
the workplace
Global Fluency
• Value differences and implement
strategies for inclusion

• Interact effectively with people
from diverse backgrounds
• Understand one’s own biases
and use that awareness to work
to eliminate them

Technology
• Value continuous learning

•U
 se technology to solve problems
and achieve goals
• Demonstrate the ability to adapt to
new and emerging technologies
Leadership
• Manage projects from beginning
to end

•D
 efine and clarify roles, objectives
and processes
• Motivate and coach others
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Professionalism
• Work productively with others

Global connectivity,
ever-changing
technologies, and new
media are just a few
factors changing how we
think about work and the
skills we need to be
marketable.
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INTRODUCING: HANDSHAKE

Handshake is how you connect and interact with employers and
our New York Tech team. Build your profile, and highlight your
academic achievements, work experience, and professional skills.
GET STARTED
• Go to the my.nyit.edu, click on the
Career Services tile, and then click
Handshake.
• Or visit nyit.joinhandshake.com and
log in with your student credentials.
ADD FINISHING TOUCHES
Make your profile by adding an introduction,
clubs and extracurricular activities, skills,
and projects you do in class or on the job.
Once complete, make your profile public,
so it’s visible to employers

WE BRING EMPLOYERS TO YOU!

CAREER FAIRS
Career Fairs give you access to employers
seeking the talent of New York Tech
students. Get valuable career information
and learn about full-time, part-time, and
internship positions.
EMPLOYER MEET-UPS
Each semester, employers meet with
students so they can network and learn
about employment opportunities.
Employers who have visited campus as
part of a panel, workshop, or meetup:
Google, Lend Lease, Esteé Lauder,
Bloomberg, Northwell Health, LinkedIn,
Bank of America, GIPHY, Twitter, and more!

EMPLOYER VISITS
Each semester, we connect you with premier
companies looking to hire students. Virtual
and in-person “field trips” give you an
opportunity to learn how these companies
work from the inside. Previous employer
visits: Google, LinkedIn, Canon, Madison
Square Garden, NBC Universal.

MAKE A
GOOD FIRST
IMPRESSION
Meet with Career Services
before fairs, visits,
and meet-ups to
get advice.

USE HANDSHAKE TO:
Search for Jobs and Internships
• Click “Jobs” in the top menu.

•R
 efine your search using filters such as
Keyword, Location, Major, Job Type.
Events & More
• Find out if an employer is coming to
campus or if we’re running a workshop.

• Order personalized business cards.
• Click “Resources” in the Career Center
dropdown menu for information and
links essential to your job search.
BUILD YOUR PROFILE
Build your profile manually or select
“Documents” in the top menu to upload
your résumé. Select “Build Profile from
Résumé” and Handshake will transfer
the information to your online profile.
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JOB AND INTERNSHIP RESOURCES

NETWORKING
Networking is the practice of building and
developing professional relationships.
In your job search, it helps you learn
about unadvertised positions and secure
interviews. You may also be able to get
your résumé in front of the person hiring
instead of human resources. Don’t rely
solely on internet job searches…get out
there and network! Remember:
Computers don’t hire you, people do!
HOW CAN YOU MEET PEOPLE?
• Join professional organizations on and
off campus
• Keep in touch with friends/family
members in your field
• Talk to faculty and classmates
• Attend alumni networking events
• Make LinkedIn connections
• Attend career fairs
• Go on employer visits
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ELEVATOR PITCH
Your elevator pitch is a 30- to 60-second
“commercial” introducing yourself to
a potential employer. However, there are
many more uses: as the foundation for cover
letters, email introductions, mentor requests,
and introductions at career fairs. It is the
first thing people hear about you. It sets the
stage for why employers should spend time
looking at your résumé. Follow these tips to
build your pitch:
• Make it short (less than one minute
to recite).
• Include:
– Who you are and a credential
– A specific objective
– Why you are qualified
– Demonstrated interest
– How the person can assist you
Example:
My name is Oscar Brown. I am a junior
at New York Institute of Technology
looking for an internship opportunity in an
advertising firm this summer. Advertising
and design have been my passion even
before enrolling in college. At New York
Tech, I hit the ground running and joined
the Public Relations Student Association,
participated in several conferences, and
took on the role of Communications Chair
for my fraternity. I’ve maintained a 3.4
GPA. If your firm offers internships, I would
appreciate an introduction to the people
who oversee that program.

INFORMATIONAL CONVERSATION
An informational conversation is a
technique used to gather information from
professionals in the field. Contact someone
in your selected field to discuss careers.
Emphasize you are not looking for a job, but
for information to assist you in your career
decisions and job search.
The Process
1. Identify people working in fields
or companies of interest. (Alumni
or LinkedIn contacts are great for
informational interviews.)
2. Contact your leads and explain you
are seeking personalized information
about their field.
3. Ask for a 20-minute informational
interview—by phone, Zoom, or in person.
4. Review your research on the field/
industry and research the company
you will be visiting.
5. Call the day before to confirm.
6. Arrive 10 minutes early.
7. Follow up
– Ask for a business card.
– Write a thank-you email.

Sample Questions
• What do you do on a typical day?

•W
 hat are the most important personal
satisfactions connected with your work?
• What are the things you like most/least
about your job?
• What are some daily challenges you
encounter?
• What steps did you take to reach your
present position?
• What changes are occurring in your field?
• What is the best way to find an entry-level
position?
• What is your advice to students preparing
to enter this field?
• How does a person progress in this field?
• Do you know of anyone else I might speak
with in this field?
Sample Request for an
Informational Conversation
I am a junior majoring in psychology at
New York Institute of Technology. The alumni
office gave me your name. I’m doing some
career exploration in the mental health field,
and I was wondering if you would have 20
minutes or so to talk to me. Thank you, and
I look forward to hearing from you.
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LINKEDIN AND SOCIAL MEDIA TIPS

LinkedIn is an online networking tool that can connect you
to thousands of alumni, recruiters, and other professionals.
NEW TO LINKEDIN?
Visit linkedin.com and create your profile.
Be sure to add a picture that looks
professional. You can get a free headshot
from our office. When writing your headline,
be as descriptive as possible; instead of
“New York Tech Student” try “Aspiring
Mechanical Engineer at New York Institute of
Technology.” For tips on building your profile
visit: university.linkedin.com and download
the LinkedIn Profile Checklist.
INCREASE YOUR NETWORK
Join groups associated with New York
Institute of Technology as well as
professional organizations in your field
such as National Society of Black Engineers
or American Institute for Architecture
Students. Start discussions and look for
job opportunities. In a group, you can
search through the members and send
direct messages.
Ask for advice. Say you’re curious about
how they got their first job. Never ask for
a job outright.
FIND ALUMNI
Locating alumni is easy. Just go to the
New York Institute of Technology page on
LinkedIn and select “Alumni” in the menu.
You can filter your search to narrow the
results by years attended, where they work,
what they studied, and more. It’s a powerful
way to start building your network.
CONNECTION REQUESTS
NEVER send the generic “I’d like to add you
to my professional network” when adding
connections It’s too impersonal and you run
a greater risk of not having the connection
request accepted.
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Here are samples of a personalized
connection requests:

Hi Jessica!
We met you when you spoke at
the Communication Arts meet
up at New York Institute of
Technology last night. I was
so inspired by your career path
and advice you shared. I really
appreciate your offer
to look over my résumé. I’d
love to be part of your LinkedIn
network.
Thank you!
Marcus

The internet has changed the way we approach the internship
and job search. Having a strong social media presence can expand
your network and ability to connect with employers
Hi Nathen,
I’m currently a Digital Arts
major at New York Institute
of Technology. I see that you
graduated from Tech a few years
ago and are working in the digital
design department at WWE. I
would like the opportunity to
speak to you about your career
path and how you were able to
land your job.
Thank you!
Nadia

STAY PROFESSIONAL
Over 70% of employers use social media to
screen candidates during the hiring process.
Make sure that when your name is Googled,
the content that pops up is professional.
Rule: If you wouldn’t want your grandma
to see it, don’t post it!
DEVELOP YOUR BRAND
Your brand is your reputation; it’s how you
want to be known by others. Developing your
brand is an ongoing process that combines
who you are and what you do along with
your passions, values, strengths, and skills.
Begin developing your brand by building
an online presence. Start with a strong
LinkedIn profile and then build your presence
on platforms popular in your field such as
Twitter and Instagram.

REACH OUT
Social media gives you access to companies,
professionals, and alumni, allowing you to
reach out to people in an informal way yet
still be professional.
Follow company and professionals on social
media to keep abreast of industry/company
updates and job openings.
Join online groups in your industry and
engage in the discussions to connect
and learn from professionals in the field.
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EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
Student Employment provides a variety
of on- and off-campus paid employment
opportunities that foster and promote career,
personal, and professional development
and enhance necessary skills needed for
success after graduation. Students have the
ability to apply learned skills and theories in
a practical setting while earning income.
• Federal Work Study (FWS) positions
are fully funded by the U.S. government
and awarded to students as part of their
financial aid package. To receive funds,
you must file the Free Application for
Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) and indicate
you would like to be considered for FWS.
Once the FAFSA has been filed, the Office
of Financial Aid will determine eligibility.
F1 Visa students are not eligible.
• Federal Work Study–Community Service
(FWS-CS) Students who have FWS can
use these funds to work off-campus at
non-profit employers. These positions
offer excellent résumé-building and
networking opportunities.
• Student Aid positions are fully funded
by New York Institute of Technology and
are open to all matriculated students
regardless of their financial aid package.
Students are paid on an hourly basis.
INTERNSHIPS
What is an Internship?
An internship is a short-term job related
to your major or career goals, designed
to provide experience in and exposure to
a typical workplace. It lasts at least one
semester and typically requires a student to
work a minimum accumulation of hours. To
find an internship, log on to Handshake and
start searching and networking. Attend an
ICP orientation for more tips and techniques
(nyit.edu/internships).
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RÉSUMÉ WRITING

Why Should You Get an Internship?
• More than 60% of new college hires have
paid internship experience. You can get
hired faster and at a higher salary if you
have experience.

•5
 0% of companies’ new hires come from
their intern pool. An internship increases
your chances of being hired full-time.
• An internship shows you what it’s like to
work in that job in your field.
Micro-Internships
Micro-Internships are short-term, paid,
professional assignments that are similar
to those given to new hires or interns.
These projects enable Career Launchers
to demonstrate skills, explore career paths,
and build their networks as they seek
the right full-time role. Unlike traditional
internships, Micro-Internships can take
place year-round, typically range from
5 to 40 hours of work, and are due between
one week and one month after kick-off.
Micro-Internships are used by companies
ranging from those in the Fortune 100
to emerging start-ups, and go across
departments including sales, marketing,
technology, HR, and finance. Apply now
info.parkerdewey.com/nyit
Consultants for the Public Good (CFPG)
CFPG offers students, faculty, staff and
alumni short- and long-term projectbased volunteer opportunities at nonprofit
organizations and government agencies,
where they can apply skills and expertise to
solve real-world public problems. Students
may sign up for a consultancy independently
or as part of a team and can find opportunities
that can be performed on a job site or can
be performed remotely. Students can even
develop their own consultancies or ask us to
secure one that fits their skills and interests.
Apply now nyit.givepulse.com

These tips will make your résumé stand out!
WHERE TO START
• Make a list of all your experiences—even
that job at a concession stand shows you
have skills (communications, customer
service, etc.).
• Build your résumé from a blank page. Do
NOT use a template since they are easily
recognizable by recruiters and difficult to
edit/personalize.
• Do not use tables and charts. While they
may be common in other countries, they
are not appropriate in the U.S.
• Do not use “I” statements. For example,
use “Designed materials.”
• Make your contact information easy to
find and provide only one phone number
and one email address.
• Keep your résumé to one singlesided page (rule of thumb for
most undergrads).
WHAT TO INCLUDE
• Name, phone number, and professional
email address.
• Key sections: Education, Skills, Work
Experience, Projects, Research,
Extracurricular Activities, Awards &
Achievements, etc.
• A summary or objective is not
necessary—include that information
in your cover letter.
• Start bullet points with strong
action verbs.
• Quantify whenever possible: numbers,
results, and outcomes stand out on
a résumé.
• For all experiences, include name of
organization, location (city and state),
your title, and dates worked.

MAKE IT POP!
• Customize your section headings.
Instead of “Experience,” use headings
that emphasize what you have done and
make the relevant experience stand out.
Example: “Physical Therapy Experience.”
• Bring the most relevant information to
the top half of your résumé.
• Write clear, concise bullet points: What
did you do? What were the outcomes?
What skills did you use?
• Be consistent throughout with
formatting, font, font size, and spacing.
• Proofread it carefully and have someone
in Career Services review it.
• Categorize your skills section if you
have many skills.

On average,
a recruiter will
spend 30 seconds
or less reading
a résumé.
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A N AT OM Y OF A RÉ SUMÉ

1. 	Make your name the largest item
on the résumé! (2–3 points larger
than main font size and bold).
2. 	Provide only one phone number and
ensure voicemail is set up.

7. U
 se a professional email address: either
nyit.edu or one that uses your name.

1

8
2

3
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8. Include social media links to demonstrate
your professional online presence.

3. Include:

•
•
•
•
•

6.	Emphasize different types of information
using bold and italics.

Name of College
City, State
Type of Degree
Major
Graduation Date

•S
 elect Courses
(if relevant)
• A GPA based or
4.0 scale (if 3.5
or higher)

4.	Be specific with subheadings to
highlight types of experiences.
5. Position descriptions:

• C
 ompany/organization name
and location.
• Your title (be descriptive. Use
“Marketing Intern” not “intern”).
• Dates (month and year or semester
and year).
• Start all descriptions with action
verbs in proper tense. (If you are no
longer at that job, use past tense).

9. 	List all experiences in reverse
chronological order within sections,
starting with the most recent first.

9
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10. U
 se a font that is easy to read, such as
Calibri or Times New Roman.
11. Quantify impact whenever possible.

5

12. Separate sections with BOLD
CAPITALIZED headings that stand out.
10

13. Y
 our résumé must be one, single-sided
page. Make margins no less than 0.5”.
11

6

TIP

Provide only one
phone number and
use a professional
email address.
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HOW TO WRITE RÉSUMÉ BULLET POINTS

THE “WHAT, HOW, WHY” METHOD
WHAT did you do?
Think about your different experiences.
Make a list of every task you completed
in those positions.

• Answered telephones.
• Planned a large event.
• Worked with data in Excel.
HOW did you do it?
Review tasks or responsibilities and
determine what skills you used.
Task /
Responsibility

Skill(s) Used –
How did I do it?

Answered
telephones

Communication,
Interpersonal Skills,
Problem Solving

Planned a
large event

Organization,
Time Management,
Teamwork

Worked with
data in Excel

Computational,
Analysis, Precision

Indicate with a strong action verb the
message you want to send. Use data to
quantify the work you did.

•O
 perated a multiline phone for five
busy lawyers utilizing effective
problem-solving and customer
service skills.
• Coordinated an event for over 100
students by communicating with an
onsite liaison.
• Executed financial analysis of
department spending plans in Excel.
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Look at the job description and highlight
the skills most desired. Review skills in
your résumé objective statement: were
these skills developed or honed? Have
these skills been demonstrated in the
bulleted statement?
WHY did you do it?
Consider accomplishments that occurred
because YOU did the work.

•O
 perated a multiline phone for five
busy lawyers utilizing effective
problem-solving and customer
service skills to ensure customer
satisfaction.
• Coordinated recognition event
for over 100 students completing
a certificate program by
communicating with liaison.
• Executed financial analysis of
department spending plans and
provided comprehensive report
to manager.
Sample on Résumé:
Big Time Events, Event Intern, Mineola, NY
Sept 2014 – present

•M
 anage 10+ vendor relationships
by making and handling orders for
promotional materials.
• Maintain a database of 1,500 records
using Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) software.
• Photograph events and post to
social media outlets, including
Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter
to increase company awareness
and promote event.

THE STAR METHOD
This method can help you successfully
communicate your skills, experiences,
and accomplishments.
• SITUATION: The situation or setting;
the background for context.
• TASK: The challenge presented.
• ACTION: Activities or actions you
used to effect change. Choose strong
action verbs that denote skills and
accomplishments.
• RESULT: Summarize the outcome

THE STAR
METHOD
SITUATION
TASK
ACTION
RESULT

Example of a Weak Résumé Bullet Point:

•U
 tilize social media platforms
to gain a following.
STAR Method Applied:

• SITUATION: Public relations company
•T
 ASK: Increase social media presence
and following to attract potential clients.
• ACTION: Maintained company Facebook
and Twitter pages by posting relevant
articles and interacting with customers
and outside organizations.
• RESULT: Obtained more than 200
new followers.
Stronger Résumé Bullet:

•A
 ttracted more than 200 new
followers for company Facebook
and Twitter accounts by posting
relevant articles and interacting
with outside organizations.
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ACTION VERBS

When writing job descriptions, use action verbs to describe
your duties/accomplishments. Each bullet point should begin
with an action verb.
Management

Research Skills

Clerical

Teaching

administered
assigned
chaired
consolidated
contracted
coordinated
delegated
developed
directed
evaluated
executed
improved
increased
organized
planned
prioritized
recommended
reviewed
strengthened
supervised

clarified
collected
diagnosed
evaluated
examined
extracted
identified
inspected
interpreted
interviewed
investigated
organized
reviewed
summarized
surveyed

approved
arranged
catalogued
classified
collected
compiled
executed
generated
implemented
inspected
monitored
operated
organized
prepared
processed
purchased
recorded
retrieved
screened
specified
systematized
tabulated
validated

adapted
advised
clarified
coached
communicated
coordinated
demystified
developed
enabled
encouraged
evaluated
explained
facilitated
guided
informed
instructed
persuaded
set goals
stimulated trained

Communication
addressed
authored
collaborated
convinced
corresponded
developed
directed
drafted
edited
enlisted
formulated
influenced
interpreted
mediated
moderated
negotiated
persuaded
promoted
publicized
reconciled
recruited
translated
wrote
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Helping
assessed
assisted
clarified
coached
counseled
demonstrated
diagnosed
educated
facilitated
guided
motivated
referred
represented

Financial
administered
allocated analyzed
audited
balanced
budgeted
calculated
computed
developed
forecast
managed
marketed
planned
projected

Technical
assembled
built
calculated
computed
configured
designed
devised
engineered
fabricated
installed
maintained
operated
overhauled
performed
troubleshooting
programmed
remodeled
repaired
retrieved
solved
upgraded

Creative
acted
conceptualized
created
customized
designed
developed
directed
established
fashioned
founded
illustrated
initiated
instituted
integrated
introduced
invented
originated
performed
planned
revitalized
shaped
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GENERAL RÉSUMÉ SAMPLE

TECHNICAL RÉSUMÉ

For students with no experience in their major.

For majors within the College of Engineering & Computing Sciences.

TIP
For technical
résumés, bring
the skill section
to the top and
include detailed
categories.

TIP

TIP

You can include
your high school
information and
activities up until
your junior year
of college.
20

Consider
categorizing your
skills such as
“Language” and
“Computer.”

21

SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT RÉSUMÉ

ARCHITECTURE RÉSUMÉ

TIP

TIP
Add a sample of your
work to the header.
You can create a
second page to
showcase highlights
of your work.

Use numbers
and data to
quantify
results.

TIP
If you add your
GPA, it should be
3.5 or higher and
based on the
4 point scale.

22
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LIFE SCIENCES RÉSUMÉ

NURSING RÉSUMÉ

TIP

Be sure to list
any certifications
and specialized
trainings.

TIP

Highlight
laboratory skills
you have acquired
in a separate
skills section.
24
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PHYSICAL THERAPY RÉSUMÉ

CRE AT I V E RÉ SUMÉ

TIP
For Digital Arts, Interior Design, or other creative majors.

TIP
In some professions,
such as those in the
medical field, it’s
important to highlight
your credentials after
your name.

Showcase your
design skills by
creating your résumé
in Adobe InDesign
or a similar
program.

RUTH RODRIGUEZ
Graphic D e signer

CONTACTS

EDUCATION

ADDRESS

2015 - 2019

1112 MOSEFAN STREET
FRANKLIN SQUARE, NY
11010

OLD WESTBURY, NY

BACHELORS IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

PHONE
+ 516 244 1369

EXPERIENCE

EMAIL
RVRODRIGUEZ21@GMAIL.COM

2017 - 2018

SOCIAL MEDIA

2016 - 2018

LINKEDIN
LINKEDIN.COM/IN/RUTHRODRIGUEZ-2816B6121/
2016 & 2017

NYIT STUDENT AFFAIRS

MLB ALL STAR GAME FAN FEST

SOFTBALL/BASEBALL CLINIC COACH
- Coached children through different stations (hitting,
ﬁelding, base running)
- Ran different stations (homerun derby, pitching, etc.)

SKILLS
MICROSOFT
WORD & POWERPOINT

EXTRA CURRICULARS

ADOBE
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Consider using
a creative graphic
treatment to
differentiate your
résumé

GRAPHIC DESIGNER
- Designed ﬂyers, designs, and other graphic
needs for department run events and programs for both
New York Institute of Technology campuses
(Old Westbury and Manhattan)
- Assisted Student Affairs and Campus life with
o
organizational
tasks and graphic design needs
- Created the Annual Report for the department in 2018

RUTH-RODRIGUEZ.COM

Highlight college
athletic experience on
your résumé. Employers
like to hire athletes due
to the teamwork, time
management and other
skills learned on
the field.

BROOKLYN CYCLONES

TIP

GRAPHIC DESIGNER
- Controlled the video board before and during games
- Created graphics for the video board, including a
promotional graphic that was featured on SNY

WEBSITE

TIP

BACHELORS DEGREE

NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

PHOTOSHOP, ILLUSTRATOR,
INDESIGN
*Some knowledge of After
Effects & Premiere

2015 - 2019

TIP

NYIT SOFTBALL

STUDENT ATHLETE
- Received partial academic and athletic scholarships
- Played multiple positions. This included 3rd, 1st and
2nd base as well as the outﬁeld

List a link to
your portfolio so
potential employers
can view your
work.
27

COVER LETTERS

A cover letter accompanies your résumé, introducing you as a
qualified applicant and highlighting skills and experiences relevant
to the job.
A cover letter gives you an opportunity to
infuse your unique voice and style! Since
each organization is different, you cannot
write one template letter for all your
applications. Each cover letter should target
the position to which you’re applying and
written with the employer’s interest in mind
by addressing 3 main questions:

1. Who are you?
2. Why are you interested in the position and
working for that particular organization?
3. Why would you be a valuable fit for the
position?
BEFORE YOU START WRITING
• Research the employer: Learn about the
organization’s mission, values, language
and culture to articulate how you could
add value to the employer’s needs.
Review the website, read news articles,
chat with current or previous employees,
and use social media to understand
the latest trends and updates at the
organization.
• Analyze and dissect the job description:
Take note of skills, qualifications, and
experience the employer is looking
for. These features will help you make
connections and determine what the
employer is looking for. Keep in mind that
the job responsibilities and qualifications
are often listed in order of priority.
• Reflect on your story: Ask yourself
what you bring to the position. Consider
work experience, internships, projects,
volunteer work and activities to bridge
3–4 transferable skills with the required
duties of the job.

28

THE FRAMEWORK OF A COVER LETTER
The Introduction (1 paragraph)
• State the position to which you are
applying and why you are interested
in/qualified for this specific job and
company. Let the employer know
you are a New York Tech student/alum
and the degree you will receive or
received. Describe how you learned
of the opening, particularly if you spoke
with someone in the organization or
were referred by a connection. Feel free
to “name drop”; however, make sure to
ask if you can include that individual’s
name and mention your conversation.
Your name at the top of the page so never
start your letter with “My name is…”

duties) and the skills you have gained.
Most importantly, communicate your
motivation and explain how you will
be valuable to the employer. Make
connections between what you have
done and what you can do for the
organization you hope to join.
The Conclusion (1 paragraph)
• Reaffirm your interest, summing up 2–3
of your skills that relate to the position
and how the organization will benefit
from these skills. Use this space as your
call to action – mention your interest in
an interview and availability for questions
about your background. Keep your tone
positive and enthusiastic. Thank the
reader for their time and consideration.

The Body (1–2 Paragraphs)
• Demonstrate that you have done your
research and highlight your qualifications
most relevant to the position and to the
organization. Expand, do not reiterate,
upon your résumé. Use 2–3 concrete
examples of your experience to tell a
story of your accomplishments (not
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A N AT OM Y OF A COV ER L E T T ER

1
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3
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9
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1. Y
 our cover letter is a complementary
piece to your résumé. Format your
contact information the same way it
is on your résumé.
2. Address your cover letter to the specific
person listed in the job description. If that
information is not available, search the
company’s website or call and ask for
the individual’s name and title.
3. Open your letter by addressing the
individual doing the hiring. If you cannot
get that information, open with “Dear
Hiring Manager”. Never address your
letter with “Dear Sir or Madam”
4. Introduce yourself and the position you
are applying for in the introduction.
5. The body of your cover letter can be up
to 2 paragraphs and you can discuss your
experience and skills you have built as
well as demonstrate your knowledge of
the company.

6. H
 ighlight skills and experiences similar
to those mentioned in the job description.
7. In the conclusion reiterate your interest
in working for the organization and your
willingness to speak further during an
interview.
8. Optional: Provide a physical signature
between the closing and your typed
name. You can scan a copy of your
signature into the computer and insert
it into the document for letters that will
be sent electronically.
9. The cover letter is structured like a
standard business letter and should
not exceed one page.
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TECHNICAL COVER LETTER SAMPLE

TIP

In a technical cover letter,
pick out two key skills
from the job description
and demonstrate how
you have obtained and
exhibited those skills in
a bullet format.
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INTERVIEWING

After reviewing your application and seeing potential in you, an
employer will invite you in for an interview to determine whether
you are a good fit and will mesh with the organizational culture.
THE INTERVIEW
The employer is evaluating you on three
factors during the interview:
Can you do the job?

What are you like to
work with?

Do you want the job?

Your knowledge,
skills,
qualifications and
“value added”
extras
Your personality,
work style
and way of
doing things
Your attitude,
motivation and
enthusiasm

Types of Interview Questions
• Behavioral interviewing attempts to
predict your future behavior by asking
about your past behavior. Behavioral
questions usually start with “Describe a
situation in which you...” or “Tell me about
a time when you..” The interviewer wants
you to tell a brief and specific story about
the situation you faced, what actions you
took, and what the (positive) results were.

•B
 rainteasers are questions that seem
nonsensical, or involve puzzles and
riddles, such as “why is a manhole
round?” These questions do not always
have a correct answer! Instead, the
goal is to assess your ability to think
creatively, quickly, and logically.
A Two-Way Street
An interview is a crucial opportunity for you
to evaluate the employer. Be sure to listen
while the employer tells you about the role
and company. At the end of the interview,
you are often given time to ask questions. Be
sure to prepare a list of 3–5 questions. You
don’t have to ask all of them, but it’s better
to have more prepared in the case that your
questions are answered over the course of
the interview. Here are a few you can ask:
• What is your timeline for making
a decision?

• Can you describe your typical workday?
• What are the possibilities for
professional growth?
• What do employees like most/least about
working here?

Prepping for the Interview
• Research the company you will be
interviewing with and be familiar with
the industry they operate in, major
projects and their competitors. Use the
company website, LinkedIn and industry
publications to do your research.

•K
 now yourself and why you want the job.
Be ready to identify your skills, abilities,
strengths and weaknesses as well as be
able to articulate why you want the job.
• Practice interviewing with friends
and schedule a mock interview with
one of our staff members.
The Day Before the Big Interview
• Confirm the time and place of the
interview and determine your best route,
taking into consideration the time of day
and traffic/transportation issues that
may arise.

•P
 repare an appropriate outfit to make
a positive first impression. Make sure
it’s clean and free of wrinkles. Avoid
colognes/perfumes and flashy jewelry.
• Print multiple copies of your résumé and
a list of 3–4 professional references.
Bring a notepad, pen and other materials
as needed (portfolio, writing samples).

Day of the Interview
• Arrive 10–15 minutes early.

•B
 e polite and considerate to everyone
you meet. The interview starts the
moment you walk in the door, and you
don’t know who will provide input on the
hiring decision.
• Be positive and enthusiastic. This is not
the place to speak negatively and criticize
past employers and experiences.
• Listen carefully and be sure to answer
all questions asked.
• Be aware of your body language: sit up
straight and maintain eye contact with
everyone in the room.
• Request a business card or contact
information from the interviewer(s).
After the Interview
• Send thank-you note(s) within 24 hours
of the interview.

•R
 eflect on questions that stumped
you and improve responses for the
next interview!
• Let references know to expect a call
or email.
• Follow up professionally and only once, if
you do not hear from the employer within
the timeframe they indicated.
• Interview processes vary by employer
and you may be called back for followup interviews.

•S
 tressor questions indicate your ability
to handle pressure. Employers may ask
questions that are designed to make you
uncomfortable, to see how you react.
For technical majors, interviewers may
present you with a technical problem and
ask you to solve it. Depending on their
difficulty, these questions are usually
more about how you handle the stress
of answering them vs. if you get it right
or wrong.
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THANK YOU NOTES

Sending a thank you note is not just a polite formality;
your follow-up message is “the last word” after your
interview and can be a powerful way to set yourself apart.
It is your final opportunity to not only
demonstrate a sincere interest, but also
remind employers of why you are the best
person for the job.
Thank you notes are also appropriate after:
• Informational conversations

•S
 omeone has assisted you with the
job search (e.g., provided contact
information, made an introduction,
relayed your résumé to someone else,
served as a reference).
WRITING A THANK YOU NOTE
• Keep it short and to the point–no more
than 2–3 brief paragraphs.
• Express gratitude for the opportunity
and search guidance.
• Reference specific points from the
conversation and speak to the needs of
the organization.
• Reemphasize key skills relevant to the
role and excitement to contribute to
the team.
• If you met with more than one
interviewer, write a thank-you note for
each person and tailor each message.
• If necessary, clarify an answer or add
something you may not have mentioned
during the interview that is pertinent to
your application or job search.
• Proofread! Make sure your note is free
of grammatical error and addresses the
correct name of the interviewer.
SENDING THE THANK YOU NOTE
• Send the note within 24 hours via email.
Timeliness is key to moving employers
from interview to decision mindset.
• You can also send a more personalized,
handwritten card via postal mail (after
the email) for an extra boost.
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Thank You Note Sample
Subject Line: Thank you for the interview
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you for taking the time to further
discuss the Assistant Director position
at NWW University. I truly enjoyed meeting
you and your team, as well as learning more
about the changes in your organization
overall. In particular, I really appreciated
gaining insight into the communal dynamic
of the team and your own personal
experiences with supporting students.
Your amount of care and holistic approach
has strengthened my enthusiasm for the
position and connection with the culture of
the organization.
Based on the team’s vision for future
growth, I understand the need for a
colleague who can be hands-on, flexible
and meet students on their own terms. I am
confident my relationship-building tactics,
project management skills and ability
to learn quickly will make working with
students and various stakeholders not only
seamless, but enjoyable.
Thanks again for inviting me to the office
and showing me around campus. Attached
is my reference list. If you need any further
information, please do not hesitate to reach
me by email at sstapleton93@nyit.edu or
by phone at 212.261.1537. I look forward to
hearing from you in the near future.
Best Regards,
Stephen Stapleton
B.S.B.A. student
New York Institute of Technology
sstapleton93@nyit.edu
212.261.1537

TIP

Set up a professional
email signature that
includes Name, Major,
School/College,
Institution, Email
Address and Phone
Number.
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E VA LUAT ING JOB OFFER S

Congratulations on being offered the position! Reward yourself
but do not accept the offer just yet. Determine if this is the offer
you want to accept.
CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING FACTORS AND ASK YOURSELF:
Offered Salary
• What is the cost of living for the location
of the company?

•A
 re there any hidden costs (e.g.
commuting, lunch, etc.)?
Your Value Proposition
• What background, experience and
skills do I bring?

•D
 oes the offered salary reflect the
value of these skills?
Job Responsibilities & Organization
• Do the responsibilities allow me to apply
my skills and fit my career goals?

•W
 hat does the average workday look
like? Do the expectations fit my lifestyle
(e.g. overtime, amount of travel, etc.)?
• How is the company structure? Is
the work environment right for me
(e.g. heavy supervision vs. flexible,
independent work)?
The Industry
• Is this industry currently growing
or declining?

•W
 hat is the average salary for my
type of role within this industry?
Benefits
• What am I receiving beyond my salary?
Does the compensation package fit
my needs?

•D
 o benefits (e.g. health insurance) start
immediately or is there a waiting period?
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•W
 ill I need to commute a long distance
or relocxate? If so, how much will it cost
and will I be reimbursed?
• How many paid vacation and sick days
am I offered each year?
These considerations can be difficult to
understand and navigate, especially if it’s
your first full-time position. Discuss the offer
with family, mentors or with a career advisor
so you can make an informed decision.
Utilize resources such as Glassdoor.com
or Salary.com to assist you explore current
industry trends, average salaries, etc.

RESPONDING TO THE OFFER
Do not feel pressured to provide the
employer a final answer immediately.
Give yourself time but also acknowledge
the offer. Reaffirm your enthusiasm, and
establish a deadline for your decision. Make
sure you have all details in writing: job
description, salary, benefits, start date, etc.
NEGOTIATING
If you are interested in the position but are
not satisfied with the terms of the offer,
you may choose to negotiate. Contact the
hiring manager, reemphasize your interest,
and express your desire to negotiate. Be
prepared to explain your reasoning on the
spot, or schedule a time to speak/meet.
Use the tips below to better navigate the
negotiation process.

•U
 nderstand what your priorities and
deal breakers are before you negotiate.
Research salary norms for the type and
level of position, geographical location
and industry.
• Consider the complete package – it is
not always about money. Think about
other factors that might help improve
your work experience (benefits, work
schedule, etc.)
• Know what you want and is important
to you, but frame your request in a way
that emphasizes joint goals for you and
the employer.

REJECTING THE OFFER
Call the employer by phone to let them know
that you are not accepting the offer. Express
appreciation for the offer and maintain a
positive tone. You do not need to indicate why
you have accepted another position but in
case they ask, have a basic response as to
why you’re declining their position. Be sure to
not burn any bridges, as you may work with
the organization or seek employment with
them again in the future.

ACCEPTING THE OFFER
When you are satisfied with the offer, accept
both verbally and in writing. Withdraw your
application from any other positions you are
being considered for and do not continue
to interview.
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Statement on Non-Discrimination
New York Institute of Technology does not discriminate in
admissions, access to, operation of, treatment or employment in its
programs and activities on the basis of race, color, national origin,
religion, creed, ethnicity, disability, age, marital status, sex, gender,
sexual orientation, gender identity, veteran status, or any other
legally protected status. The following person has been designated
to handle inquiries regarding this non-discrimination statement or
inquiries regarding Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973
or Title IX of the Education Act of 1972: Cheryl Monticciolo, Director
of Compliance and Title IX and 504 Coordinator, New York Institute
of Technology, Tower House, Room 106, Old Westbury, NY 11568;
516.686.1080, cheryl.monticciolo@nyit.edu
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